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About
This
Event

Join the world’s premier
watch retailers as they

preview new timepieces
and host events
for collectors and

connoisseurs.

Madison Avenue will
once again become the
epicenter of the watch
marketplace in North
America during the

Third Annual Madison
Avenue Watch Week,

April 8 - 13, 2013. The
world’s premier watch
retailers and brands
located on Madison

Avenue between 57th
and 86th Streets will

showcase their newest
and most exceptional

timepieces. In
addition, they will host

exhibitions, seminars by
watchmaking experts

and in-store receptions
curated to appeal to

all horophiles.

At these exclusive
events, watchmakers

will give customers and
watch enthusiasts the
inside scoop on what it
takes to engineer and

design the world’s most
magnificent timepieces.
Each store will schedule
a private, by-invitation-
only event as well as
a watch exhibition

preview that is open to
the public. For more in-
formation and to request

an invitation, visit
www.madisonavenue

watchweek.com.

Madison Avenue Watch
Week is presented by
the Madison Avenue

Business Improvement
District (BID). The Wall

Street Journal is the
media sponsor. This

special section did not
involve the news

departments of The
Wall Street Journal.

All activities will take
place on Madison

Avenue between 57th
and 86th Streets.

madisonavenuewatchweek.com

For watch collectors,
it’s about the

thrill of the hunt

Time
well spent

To read the rest of story, turn to page x

BY ARIEL ADAMS

T he potential value contained in a wristwatch is unrivaled among man-made creations.
Pound for pound, no other luxury product or collectable is small enough to fit in the palm
of your hand and yet command a price of over a million dollars. Timepieces can be consid-

ered the original gadget, and historically were reserved exclusively for the ultra-elite.
As early as the 18th century, mas-

ter watchmakers were creating pocket
watches with a range of additional func-
tions such as thermometers and calen-
dars. Among the most famous examples
is the “Marie Antoinette” watch pro-
duced by Breguet. Started in 1783, it was
commissioned to include every imagin-
able timepiece function of the era, tak-
ing 44 years to complete.

With the industrialization of the late
19th and early 20th centuries, wrist and
pocket watches became available to the
masses. An essential tool and ubiqui-
tous wrist companion for much of the
20th century, the timepiece as “neces-
sity” became less important as people
started to carry around the time on their
cellphones. The decrease in mass time-
piece consumption spurred a renewed
mission within the watch industry: to

once again produce extraordinary time-
pieces as luxury items. This change in
direction ushered in a new era of impas-
sioned collecting.

The market for extremely high-end
mechanical marvels seems immune to
economic uncertainties, hard-hit port-
folios and the “new frugality.” During
the economic crisis, many watchmakers
actually increased the average price of
their products, while consolidating their
collections to include only the most im-
pressively priced creations. Year after
year, a rising number of collectors are
giving in to their desire to acquire and
collect rare timepieces — and they are
more thanwilling to pay the price for the
pleasure of it all.

In November 2012, collectable
watches made global headlines when
an Asian collector purchased a complex

platinum-cased Patek Philippe wrist-
watch owned by rocker Eric Clapton for
$3.63 million, a record-setting price for
that particular type of watch. Later that
week in a different auction, a proto-
type Rolex Sea-Dweller from 1967 also
broke a record for the popular sport dive
watches, selling for four times its pre-
bidding estimate price.

Multimillion-dollar-plus bids aren’t
uncommon for historical and rare time-
pieces coveted by collectors. But as im-
pressive as some auction results are,
most collectors would shrug it off. They
are likely to tell you that they’re not in it
for the money. Collecting timepieces is
about investing in one’s passion. And the
wearability of timepieces is particularly
attractive. Unlike other passions such
as art or wine, you can wear a watch on

Continued on Page A
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Antiquorum
Antiquorum’s April 10 auction of “Important Modern & Vintage

Timepieces” will be on exhibition from April 7 - 9. On April 8, Antiquorum
is pleased to present a gallery talk, “Legacy: Swiss Watch Brands —
Past, Present & Future” from 6 pm to 8 pm. For further details, email
press@antiquorum.com.

www.antiquorum.com

Asprey
The British Standard since 1781, Asprey is renowned for fine jewelry, china,

silver, leather, watches, rare books, polo kits, special commissions and items
for the pleasure of giving. Visit Asprey on Madison Avenue to view men’s and
women’s classic timepieces, as well as a variety of intricate table clocks.

www.asprey.com

Chopard
In honor of Madison Avenue Watch Week, Chopard will exhibit the new

Superfast models from the Classic Racing Collection. The collection is inspired
by the world of car racing and automobiles. Chopard is laying a new milestone
in its rich history.The sporty and sophisticated watches in this iconic collection
are equipped with Chopard movements entirely designed, developed and
assembled in-house in the Fleurier Ebauches workshops. Visit the Chopard
boutique at 709Madison Avenue.

www.chopard.com

de Grisogono
Throughout Watch Week, de Grisogono will display the Instrumentino S36.

This timepiece features 124white diamonds on an 18kt rose gold case, 112white
diamonds on the pink gold folding clasp and quartzmovement. deGrisogono is
located at 824 Madison Avenue and is open Monday through Saturday, 10 am -
6 pm. 212-439-4220.

www.degrisogono.com

F.P.Journe
F.P.Journe is happy to invite you to ourU.S. flagship boutique for the premiere

American viewing of its newhighhorology timepiece, theQuantièmePerpétuel,
with instantaneous jump— the first timepiece to offer optimum readability and
simplified use. You will also be able to view the complete F.P.Journe collection
and special limited edition series.

www.fpjourne.com

Georg Jensen
Originally founded in Denmark in 1904, Georg Jensen — known the world

over for its preeminent silver designs — introduces the Koppel 925 Limited
Edition. This unique sterling silver edition of the iconic Swiss-made Koppel
timepiece unites themasterful artistry of Georg Jensen’s legendary silversmiths
with the precision of Swiss watchmaking tradition. The Koppel 925 Limited
Edition will be on view at the U.S. flagship, located at 687 Madison Avenue,
duringWatchWeek.

www.georgjensen.com

Montblanc
Montblanc is pleased to announce an exceptional array of events during

MadisonAvenueWatchWeek.OnApril 8 at 6pm,Montblancwelcomesguests to
our Madison Avenue boutique for the private unveiling of our Nicolas Rieussec
Rising Hours. With its launch of the Nicolas Rieussec chronographs, Montblanc
enriched the world of timepieces with an entirely new design inspired by discs
for measuring brief intervals that were first created by Rieussec, an ingenious
watchmaker and the inventor of the chronograph. In celebration of Rieussec,
the gentlemanwhochangedwatchmaking forever,we invite you to join aprivate
discussion on the invention of the chronograph with Stanley Dorfman who will
disclose themost current developments found in the world of haute horlogerie.
For more information about Watch Week events and services, please contact
the Madison Avenue boutique concierge at 212-223-8888.

www.montblanc.com

Porsche Design
Porsche Design, celebrating over 40 years of iconic watchmaking, is excited

to be part of 2013WatchWeek. Our flagship at 624Madison Avenuewill provide
watch consultations 10 am - 6 pm with an exclusive whiskey tasting from 5 pm,
Monday through Saturday. On April 11, have a personal appointment with a
Porsche Design timepiece expert from Switzerland, who will answer your
questions. Then, join us to celebrate Porsche Design’s new Flat Six timepiece
collection. For more information, please call: 212-475-0747.

www.porsche-design.com

Vacheron Constantin
Vacheron Constantin, the world’s oldest watch manufacturer with more

than 250 years of uninterrupted watchmaking history, is pleased to announce
exceptional events duringMadison AvenueWatchWeek.
Archival Extract & Appraisal Services

On Friday, April 12 and Saturday, April 13, owners of vintage Vacheron
Constantin timepieces can have their watches examined and appraised at the
Madison Avenue boutique. An expert from the Vacheron Constantin Heritage
Department, Geneva, will be available to examine vintage Vacheron Constantin
timepieces, and a senior specialist from Christie’s New York will provide
appraisals. An extract from the Vacheron Constantin Archives will be offered.
Services are complimentary and by appointment only.
Discover the New 2013 Collection

Beginning Saturday, April 6 through Saturday April 13 (excluding Sunday
April 7) from 10 am - 6 pm, the 2013 New Collection will be on display at the
Madison Avenue boutique. Private appointments are available on request.

For more information, please contact Daniel Adams at daniel.adams@
vacheron-constantin.com.

The Vacheron Constantin boutique is located at 729Madison Avenue at 64th
Street.

www.vacheron-constantin.com

To learn more, go to:
madisonavenuewatchweek.com

A Walk Up
Madison Avenue
T he greatest names in premier timepieces will host an extraordinary array of events, exhibits and presentations

during Madison Avenue Watch Week. From April 8 to 13, collectors and connoisseurs are invited to talk to craftsmen

and artisans, preview new models, learn of upcoming trends and much more. You are invited to immerse yourself

in this celebration of haute horology. Below are highlights of the activities being offered by a select group of boutiques.

A map with locations of all participating boutiques appears on page A2 .

For a complete list of activities, go to: madisonavenuewatchweek.com.
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SUPERFAST
A MINDSET
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MONTBLANC NICOLAS RIEUSSEC CHRONOGRAPH
As beautiful for what it reveals as for what it hides, this timepiece pays
homage to the man who invented the chronograph. The characteristic
Rieussec chronograph measures the time with its two turning discs
complemented by a third turning disc indicating the home time. The new

self-winding manufacture movement makes the three discs interplay
possible. Monopusher chronograph, 60 sec and 30 min rotating disc
counters, home time disc with day and night display. Crafted in the Montblanc
Manufacture in Le Locle, Switzerland.

m a d i s o n a v e n u e
v i s i t a n d s h o p m o n t b l a n c . c o m
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madisonavenue
watchweek.com
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M A D I S O N A V E N U E
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

The Madison Avenue BID is pleased to join with its member retailers and The Wall Street Journal to pres-

ent the Third Annual Madison Avenue Watch Week. The Madison Avenue BID was formed in 1996 through

a partnership of property owners, merchants, residents and elected officials, who joined together with the

fundamental goal of enhancing the quality of life for the community and its visitors. The BID is managed by the

60-86 Madison Avenue District Management Association, a not-for-profit corporation under contract with the

City of New York to supplement services to the community. The DMA is supported by revenue generated from

assessments to local property owners, and focuses on security, sanitation, promotion of and advocacy for the

district. The Madison Avenue BID extends from East 57th to East 86th Streets on Madison Avenue and also

encompasses the commercial areas of its adjacent side streets. The district includes over 800 businesses, and

includes some of the world’s most celebrated boutiques, galleries, restaurants, spas and hotels.

For more information about the BID, visit www.madisonavenuebid.org,

or follow us on Twitter @MadisonAveBID

About the
Madison Avenue
Business Improvement District
(BID)
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Top Watch Trends

Perpetual Calendars
The sophisticated perpetual calendar watch typically

holds anywhere from 300 to 600 pieces in its complex
movement, enabling it to offer indications that are accu-
rate for hundreds of years. Essentially, the perpetual cal-
endar automatically tracks and displays the day, month
and date — self-adjusting for short months and leap
years.Themajority of these perpetual calendar watches
are built to track time until the year 2100 before needing
any adjustment. At that point in time, the leap year that
should occur will be skipped so that real time (accord-
ing to the Gregorian calendar) coincides correctly with
solar time. Thus, the average perpetual calendar will
need a fine correction onMarch 1, 2100.

Multi-Time Zones
Recognizing the busy, world-travel pace of today,

watchmakers have devised interesting and elaborate
methods for the simultaneous readings of a second
time zone, multiple zones and even worldwide zones
on a wrist watch. These coveted horological complica-
tions come in many forms, including: GMT (Greenwich
Mean Time) watches with either a second time zone
or a 24-hour indication with am/pm readout; dual- or
triple-time zone watches to display another one or two
time zones; world time watches, with 24 (and in several
cases, 36) different world time zones indicated, refer-
enced by city names. The newest of these timepieces
use technology that makes the indications even easier
to read and use, with many watches offering quick- or
instant-set buttons. Now, knowing the time from New

York to Dubai and around the world has become almost
as simple as a flick of the wrist.

Ultra-Thins
Picking up speed this year is the move to ultra-thin

timepieces for men. This watchmaking feat (combin-
ing many parts into an ultra slim caliber and timepiece)
is one of the most difficult to achieve and is therefore
limited in production. The building of an ultra-thin or
extra-flat caliber typically requires a loop and micro-
scope, as the parts are sominiscule. Indeed, while these
watches look clean and sophisticated, they are anything
but simple to build.Theultra-slimwatch reflects a retro-
inspired return to the 1970s, when this ultra-thin caliber
concept first made its debut.

Women’s Watches
This year, more than ever before, is the year for

women when it comes to wristwatches, with many top
brands offering automatic and mechanical pieces in
addition to quartz. Stealing the limelight are styles that
run the gamut from ultra-thins to stunning moonphase
beauties, tourbillons (watches with an escapement that
compensates for errors in timekeeping due to the effects
of gravity when the watch is in certain positions), calen-
dars (both annuals and perpetual) and chronographs.
Additionally, artistic watch dials are ever more preva-
lent, with decorative or sculpted mother-of-pearl dials
and enamel dials depicting enchanting flora and fauna.

Automotive-Inspired
While the love affair between precision automobiles
and timepieces is not new (in fact some brands have
had alignmentswith the auto racingworld for a half cen-
tury), it is definitely on the rise. Today, more than ever,
watch companies are sponsoring automobile races, ral-
lies and drivers, and are teaming up with top car brands
to create timepieces of distinction. These watches are
typically created using high-techmaterials that can also
be found in the fast-paced auto world, including carbon
fiber, titanium and rubber. Additionally, these timepiec-
es are generally chronographs that can time to a fraction
of a second and feature technically advanced mechani-
cal movements. These watches are geared for the man
who wants to wear his love of cars on the wrist, instead
of leaving the car in the garage.

HighlyComplicatedWatches
Watchmakers are pulling out all the stops when it

comes to building alluring, intriguingly complex time-
pieces — from repeaters to tourbillons and multiple-
complications put into one watch. Long a benchmark of
knowledge and craftsmanship, building a complicated
caliber has become a true art form, as brands vie to cre-
ate themost sophisticated complications on themarket.
Stealing the limelight this year are tourbillonswith mul-
tiple escapements, minute repeaters and other musical
watches, along with grand complications that house
several key complexities in one timepiece. Often these
watches boast additional watchmaking feats such as ret-
rograde hands (hands that usually move in an arc and
then when they have reached their indicator destina-
tion, they return to their starting point), regulator dials
(dials with the hour and minutes off-center), or autom-
atons (figures on the dial that actually move when the
function is activated). Indeed, 2013 promises to be an
exciting and engaging year for time.

Roberta Naas is a veteran journalist specializing in luxury watch-

es. She has authored three books on timepieces and writes for doz-

ens of international magazines and newspapers.

W ith the economy finally peeking its proverbial head out from behind
the trees, some businesses are picking up, including the watch arena.
Collectors and connoisseurs are once again surveying the newest watch

releases — with watch brands complying. This year, a few notable trends are emerging,
with functions that keep pace with today’s busy lifestyles. Among them:

By roBerta naas

Kreg Holt/www.KregHolt.com

TheWorld’s Premier Auctioneers of
Modern &Vintage Timepieces

Patek Philippe,
Reference 1518.
Estimate:
$400,000 - $600,000

April 10 Auction
Exhibition: April 7 through April 9

Antiquorum
595 Madison Ave.
NewYork City
212-750-1103
www.antiquorum.com

fpjourne.com

T H E B O U T I Q U E S

NEw YOrk 721 Madison Avenue, +1 212 644 5918, ny@fpjourne.com
GENEVAPArIS BAL HArBOUr LOS ANGELES TOkYO BEIJING HONG kONG

Tourbillon Souverain - ref. TN
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yourwrist and enjoy it wherever you go.

Anatomy of an Aficionado
Adrian Hailwood, watch business

manager at Fellows Watches, an auc-
tion house in the U.K., likens an inter-
est in timepieces to the passion people
feel for automobiles. “Even if you don’t
have room for a fleet of cars in your ga-
rage, you can have a fleet of watches —
and they are certainly more portable,”
he says.

One watch journalist observed that
timepiece enthusiasts tend to collec-
tively experience a “love of mechanics,
history, art, science, engineering and
beauty” and often look for those traits
in the timepieces they seek to collect.

For many collectors, like a car de-
signer from California, the allure of
artisanal craftsmanship and an incred-
ible attention to detail and aesthetic are
what make watches so uniquely desir-
able. “I am not trying to imply wealth,”
he says. “My watches are about my
appreciation for design, and peo-
ple who notice them probably share
that sentiment.”

It is hard to point a finger at just who
the typical watch collector is. Virtually
everyone in the industry confidently
confirms that, by far, the majority of
collectors are male. There is only one
other thing that high-end enthusiasts
tend to have in common: the shared
ability to fund their hobby. Beyond
that, collectors — like their collections
— are stunningly diverse. Doctors, law-
yers, engineers, artists, politicians, ce-
lebrities and scientists (not to mention
the independently wealthy) are all part
of the global community that revels in
wearing and acquiring timepieces.

Laurent Picciotto, international
expert on timepieces and founder of
the Chronopassion store in Paris, says
“you never forget what your first watch
was.” And watch lovers seem to agree
that a seminal experience or moment
unlocked their deep appreciation
for timepieces.

Ask watch lovers and they will tell
you, in detail, not only the first watch
they had but also the timepiece that
“started it all” — the watch that hooked
them and jump-started their transfor-
mation from admirer to aficionado.
Many collectors report receiving their
first watch at a young age, some as
young as three or four years old. A curi-
ously high number of collectors recall
their first being a Mickey Mouse time-
piece. Picciotto suggests that when we
are children, receiving a watch is like
getting a token of adulthood. It is pos-
sible, he surmises, that having such a
positive experience in one’s youth can
make one a watch lover for life.

Psychological motivations aside,
horophiles often start their watch col-
lections with iconic pieces from ma-
jor brands, only to branch off later by
seeking increasingly
unique and rare
pieces. For quite a
few, this journey is
as much an addic-
tion as it is a pas-
sion. And what they
collect is intensely
personal. The mo-
tivation to collect
a certain type of
timepiece is often as
unique as the watch-
es themselves.

Some collectors
prefer the bespoke
treatment. A growing number of them,
no longer interested in what is com-
mercially available, work closely with
brands to order one-of-a-kind cre-
ations. In response to this trend, there’s
a cottage industry in Switzerland fo-
cused on creating ornate, handpaint-
ed watches, where the watch face is
personalized with detailed pictures of
loved ones (including pets) submitted
by clients. More extreme— and expen-
sive— projects involve custom decora-
tion of awatchmovement or producing
entirely new timepiece mechanisms.

A Shared Passion
Many collectors are attracted to

the history of timepieces. They seek to
chronicle important technological and
social achievements of the timepiece
industry. When Omega was chosen
as the official timepiece of the NASA
Apollomoonmissions in the 1960s, the
“first watch on the moon” became an
instant success. Collectors continue to
gobble up pieces similar to the moon
watch from that era.

Starting around the 1950s, many
brands “raced to the bottom” by pro-
ducing ever-advancing timepieces
meant for deep water diving. Rolex’s
popular Submarinermodel was among
the watches produced for commercial
divers. Rolex historically produced
variations of the Submariner in rela-
tively short periods of time, many of
which were not available to general
consumers. These timepieces, some of
extreme rarity, are insatiable delights
for collectors interested in acquiring
the most obscure models.

To some, history or rarity is less
important than mere aesthetic value.
Occasionally you’ll find the collector
interested exclusively in specific watch
materials or even colors. At a gathering
of watch enthusiasts in Geneva earlier
this year, one collector showed off a
gleaming, polished timepiece on his
wrist commenting, “I just picked this
up today in town, came here especially
for it. Look at the blue dial — it is blue,
but you can only tell in the right light.
It’s a pain to photograph,” he added.

For many, sharing their passion is a
key part of the collecting experience.
For that particular collector, taking a
good picture of the watch was impor-
tant because it is common practice to
share photos (called “wrist shots”) of
new acquisitions online with fellow
collectors. There is a surprising array
of enthusiast websites where people
can discuss and learn more about
timepieces.

What watch collectors on web com-
munities don’t frequently share is
personal information. There is a sort
of unspoken rule that they assemble
to exclusively “talk watches” and not
much else outside of that. Picciotto

explains that in
his experience the
most avid and af-
fluent watch collec-
tors tend to be eager
for anonymity. An
obvious reason for
their secrecy is the
fact that most don’t
want their frequent
six-figure purchases
to be made public.
But a more com-
pelling reason may
just be that devoted
watch enthusiasts

aren’t different than other sets of fer-
vent collectors. Collecting is not about
the buying and selling. It is about build-
ing something of value and beauty. It is
a personal mission, fueled by a passion
they prefer to keep private.

TheRare Find
Perhaps the best part of collecting is

the availability of obscure brands and
models from around the world. Even
the most seasoned watch enthusiast
still feels the thrill that comes from
learning about new timepieces to crave
and covet.

For the most energetic collectors,
traveling far and wide to locate the

perfect addition to a collection is, par-
don the pun, timewell spent. Generally,
they consider the hunt to be even more
gratifying than the catch. One well-
known collector scoured street markets
in Switzerland for years just to locate
a particular historic French military
watch. The watch was barely on his
wristwhenonce again, hewas offon the
prowl for thenext rarity. Picciotto points
out that it is not uncommon for most
collectors to “outgrow” their collections
and seek new and different watches as
their tastes and knowledgemature.

An important facet of collecting
watches is finding those ultra-rare
pieces. Rarity can take the form of elu-
sive vintage timepieces such as the re-
cently auctioned Sea-Dweller, of which
only six are believed to remain in ex-
istence. Collecting vintage watches
has experienced a renaissance over
the last few years; they are frequently
less expensive than new ones, and
their nostalgic quality is a draw. While

today’s mechanical watches are almost
exclusively luxury items in terms of
price andmarketing,many vintageme-
chanical watches were produced when
they were still useful tools, which tends
to add to their desirability.

Collectable timepieces are often
categorized by their functionality and
collectors may seek particular types of
watches meant for specific purposes.
Chronographs are watches that include
a stopwatch function and have been an
integral part of all types of racing sports.
They are also a key element in aviation
instrument history. A more exclusive
and historic complication is the min-
ute repeater. Incredibly complex, these
watches contain a feature that when
activated, uses a series of mechanically
produced chimes to indicate the time in
an audio code.Thesewere developed in
the pre-electricity age for wealthy pa-
trons who wanted to know what time it
was in the darkness of night.

For many people today, watch col-
lecting begins as a fashion statement.
They start by adding timepieces to their
wardrobe for style. Then, they venture
into the tiny movements that power
timepieces and the history behind
them reveals an assortment of seduc-
tive elements. Despite breathtaking
auction results and real estate-level
prices, starting a watch collection does
not have to be a conversation to avoid
with your accountant. There are plenty
ofwatchmakerswith beautiful pieces at
all price levels, with the option to pur-
chase both new and vintage products.

Ariel Adams publishes the timepiece
review website aBlogtoWatch.com
and represents the world of watches
in a number of publications including
Forbes,Departures and Centurion.

madisonavenuewatchweek.com

Collecting is not
about the buying and

selling. It is about
building something of
value and beauty. It

is a personal mission,
fueled by a passion.

Continued from page A19

Benjamin Lozovsky/BFanyc.com

GeorG Jensen . 687 Madison avenue, new York . GeorGJensen.coM . 800.546.5253
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Is pleased to announce its Madison Avenue Watch Week 2013 Events

Archival Extract & Appraisal Services
An expert from the Vacheron Constantin Heritage Department, Geneva,

and a watch specialist from Christie’s,
will examine and appraise vintage Vacheron Constantin timepieces.

Friday, April 12th and Saturday, April 13th
10 AM – 6 PM

Complimentary. Appointment Required.

View the New 2013 Collection
Saturday, April 6th- Saturday, April 13th (Closed Sunday)

10 AM – 6 PM
Private viewing available by appointment.

Other events are by invitation only.

Vacheron Constantin Boutique
729 Madison Avenue at 64th Street

Call (212) 317-8964 or contact concierge.us@vacheron-constantin.com

Patrimony Traditionnelle 14-day Tourbillon Calibre 2260

18K 5N pink gold, Silvered opaline dial,
Hallmark of Geneva, Hand-wound mechanical movement,

Tourbillon, Ø 42 mm

Réf. 89000/000R-9655

In 1839, Vacheron Constantin created the famous pantograph,
a mechanical device allowing for principal watchmaking components
to be reproduced with total precision. Elevating the quality of its
timepieces even further, this invention, which also revolutionized
Swiss watchmaking, would propel the brand into the future.

Faithful to the history upon which its reputation is
built, Vacheron Constantin endeavours to maintain,
repair and restore all watches it has produced since its
founding: a sign of excellence and confidence, which
continues to elevate the brand’s name and stature.
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